Synergy in Representation
AMID Strategies is dedicated to serving the complex
technology needs of A&Es and Security Consultants in
the Physical Security and IT industries.

These solutions work independently or synergistically,
to deliver the superior technologies that your specific
projects--and clients--demand.

The rendering below clearly demonstrates how the
companies we represent can become an integral part of
the solutions you recommend to your clients.

We serve as a broad-based resource for A&Es and
Security Consultants and strive to deliver a high level of
professionalism and confidentiality.

OnSSI's Ocularis is a
comprehensive VMS for
streaming, recording & managing
an unlimited number of cameras,
combining extensive PSIM
functionality.

RADiFlow develops intelligent,
scalable switches for utlities
and transportation, utilizing a
SCADA Firewall, integrated in
its ruggedized Ethernet Switch.

Code Blue offers a range of dynamic
emergency communication solutions
—from Blue Light Phones to
advanced public address and mass
notification systems—for a complete
end-to-end solution.

Commend, Inc. provides advanced
Intercom 2.0 technologies for control
terminals, modules and intercom
stations for speech, image and data
transfer, in healthcare, transportation
and emergency services.

Altronix offers a comprehensive
line of Security, Fire, CCTV,
Access, Nurse Call & Automation
products, incorporating cutting
edge design and engineering.

BriefCam provides video synopsis
technology for rapid browsing and
indexing of captured video, at
rates of up to 1000 times faster
than is currently achievable.

Seneca creates solutions to simplify
technology for business, education,
healthcare, digital signage, digital
security and surveillance, and digital
broadcast customers nationwide.

Hitachi Visualization aggregates data
from multiple sensors into a common
live operating picture, providing full
situational awareness to support
incident management and investigation.

Samsung Techwin’s imaging technology
covers diverse applications including
Access Control and Intruder Detection,
protecting cities, airports, seaports,
industrial areas and military installations.

Iluminar provides infrared and
white-light LED illuminators, LPR
cameras, lighting fixtures and related
products, for the security, commercial
and industrial lighting market.
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